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HEP Software Basics

● “Software” is used practically 
everywhere in HEP

○ But here I’ll only focus on software used 
in “data processing”. Software used for 
controlling the accelerator, detector 
hardware, etc. is a different beast 
entirely.

● The goal is to “do physics”
○ Fast and nicely written software is the 

means, not the actual goal of the 
endeavour.
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Software ↔ Computing

● Even in data processing, we have 2 
distinct areas

○ “Software” covers all the software written to 
perform the data transformations needed 
“for physics”.

○ “Computing” covers all the software 
created to allow the first category to 
execute on up to millions of CPU cores in 
parallel.

● Here I will only cover “software”
○ Even though using accelerators in 

job/network optimization, and even just 
making batch systems “accelerator aware” 
is a very important thing on our plates.
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https://bigpanda.cern.ch/


Development, Build and Deployment

● Interpreting / processing the data 
coming from the LHC detectors takes 
many millions of C++ / Python code

○ We use very customized build systems to 
allow developers to deal with a small 
portion of the software at any given time, 
testing its integration with the rest of the 
software.

○ This requires highly curated, many GB 
development environments to be made 
available around the world.

● The distribution uses CVMFS
○ Which needs to be able to house the full 

SDKs (making licensing a challenge…)
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https://cernvm.cern.ch/fs/
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena
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HEP Data Processing (2)
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Mostly talking about the 
trigger and reconstruction 
software today.



Trigger / Reconstruction

● The goal of this software is to figure out 
what particles, with what exact 
properties, left signals in the detector

○ A little similar to “finding the cats” in a CCD 
camera’s recorded data 😼

○ In trillions of >100 megapixel, “3D camera” 
pictures

● “Classical” algorithms do this very well in 
the ongoing LHC data taking. (Though 
ATLAS is the only one only using 
classical algorithms at this point.)

○ However during the High-Luminosity LHC era 
these current algorithms would need too much 
CPU power.
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/UpgradeEventDisplays
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ComputingandSoftwarePublicResults
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ComputingandSoftwarePublicResults
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/UPGRADE/CERN-LHCC-2022-005/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/UPGRADE/CERN-LHCC-2022-005/


Things To Do Right: Event Data Model

● Our software uses “rich” data
○ Many, well defined properties, in very 

jagged arrays

● Our 20+ year old existing software 
tends to manage these in ways not 
suited for accelerators (AoS vs. SoA)

● We need to move this data with a high 
frequency between H↔D

● Must be manageable to 
implement/maintain the code that 
describes all our data types

○ Note that a single “type” usually requires 
multiple C++ classes to describe it
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https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/DataFormats/PortableTestObjects/interface/TestSoA.h
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jagged_array
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1347968/
https://github.com/acts-project/vecmem/blob/main/tests/common/jagged_soa_container.hpp


Things To Do Right: Task Scheduling

● Not all aspects of our data processing are suited for accelerators
○ Any calculation not using an accelerator must be using the available CPU cores efficiently in parallel 

with whatever the GPU is doing, maximising the usage of all components

● A number of different solutions are used by the experiments currently
○ Built around TBB (for ATLAS and CMS) and ZeroMQ (for ALICE and LHCb)

● But new, hopefully better solutions seem to be on the horizon
○ Using Boost::fiber and/or C++ coroutines
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https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneTBB
https://zeromq.org/
https://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_84_0/libs/fiber/doc/html/index.html
https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/language/coroutines


Things To Do Right: Algorithms

● We have a wealth of experience with 
writing efficient data processing code 
in a single thread

○ Even our multi-threaded jobs are built from 
single threaded tasks that do independent, 
well defined operations

● We have been developing novel 
algorithms for many years now, that 
could take advantage of hundreds of 
thousands of threads

○ But I believe we are still only at the 
beginning of doing this correctly 🤔
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https://github.com/acts-project/traccc/blob/main/device/common/include/traccc/clusterization/device/impl/ccl_kernel.ipp
https://github.com/cms-patatrack/pixeltrack-standalone/blob/master/src/cuda/plugin-SiPixelClusterizer/gpuClustering.h


Things To Do Right: ML Inference

● HEP software has used machine 
learning since a long-long time

○ At the same time, the innovations in industry 
do present very new opportunities for us

● ML/AI techniques already exist for doing 
very complicated operations in the 
trigger / reconstruction software of the 
experiments

● What is missing are efficient algorithm 
chains that would “stay on a device”, 
interleaving ML/AI inference and 
hand-written algorithmic steps
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Next Generation Triggers

● All of the previously highlighted areas 
are pursued by the “Next Generation 
Triggers” project

○ With external funding, CERN is starting a 
5-year R&D project that will hire a large 
number of people, and get a large amount 
of accelerator hardware

● The goal is to find new ways for using 
the latest types of hardware in 
processing data from the HL-LHC

● If you’re a graduate/post-doc, and 
interested in such developments, 
consider applying! 😉
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https://cern.ch/nextgen-proposal
https://cern.ch/nextgen-proposal
https://cern.ch/nextgen-proposal


Summary

● HEP experiments worldwide (and especially at CERN) are implementing support 
for accelerators in their software

○ With industry moving to providing computing power primarily in such a form in the future, this is a 
must

● CERN (experiments) have a rich development program for the following years to 
put accelerator usage into production

○ Both on our custom-built clusters, and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid

● Some of this development is difficult to get help with from non-physicists
○ But with most of it we can certainly take advantage of industry support! Partnerships through CERN 

OpenLab can be of great help for the HL-LHC data taking / analysis.
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http://home.cern 
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http://home.cern

